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Abstract

Boiling waier reactors are subject to instabilities under
low-flow, high-power operating conditions. These
instabilities are a safety concern and it is therefore
important to determine stability margins. This paper
describes a method to estimate a measure of stability
margin, called the decay ratio, from autoregressive
modelling of time series data. A phenomenological model
of a boiling water reactor with known stability
characteristics is used to generate time series to validate
the program. 'Tie program is then applied to signals from
local power range monitors from the cycle 7 stability tests
at the Leibstadt plant.

1 Introduction

Boiling water reactors (BWRs) are subject to instabilities
which may occur under low flow, high power operating
conditions. These conditions prevail during startups and
transients. Instabilities are a safety concern since large
fluctuations in local core power can violate thermal
margins and jeopardize fuel integrity. BWR stability
(channei, core, plant) must be assured for the plant to
operate.

Oscillations in power and thermal-hydraulic
parameters have occurred in a number of plants throughout
the world during operations and tests. Two types of
oscillations have been experienced: (1) core-wide
oscillations (e.g., LaSalle [1]) in which the entire core
oscillates in unison, and (2) regional oscillations (e.g.,
Caorso [2]) where different parts of the core oscillate out
of phase from each other, resulting in reduced responses of
the average power range monitors (APRM) and potential
degradation of the thermal limits. Core stability tests have
been conducted in the Kemkraftwerk Leibstadt plant
(KKL) during the cycle 7 startup, and both modes of
oscillations have occurred.

The accepted measure for quantifying stability
margins is the decay datio (DR). The DR is the fraction of
decay experienced by a system variable over one natural
frequency oscillation. A value of DR = 1 defines the
stability boundary and a stable system is characterized by
DR< 1.
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A method of determining DRs is based on the
analysis noise data from operating BWRs. These data can
yield information about the inherent dynamics of the
system. Application of noise analysis to determining DRs
and monitoring BWR stability has been used by numerous
authors and is the basis of on-line monitoring systems. A
method is described in this paper that is based on auto-
regression of the time-series data using functions from a
numeric computation and visualization software package
called MATLAB. The method has been verified by
analyzing synthesized data from a theoretical model and
by comparing the results with the known characteristics of
the model. The method has also been applied to KKL
cycle 7 stability test data.

2 Autoregressive modelling

Autoregressive (AR) modelling has been applied by
numerous authors to the analysis of time-series data and,
in particular, to the estimation of BWR core stability [3].
It has the advantage of yielding straightforward results in
the time domain which can be easily interpreted.

2.1 The AR model

Let yjc denote the time series component at time interval k
of a random process. AR modelling requires that the
process be stationary. This implies that the probability
density function of y does not change with time. In this
case, % can be approximated by

n

where at are the AR coefficients and n is the model order.
v^ represents a "residual" sequence; the "whiteness" of this
sequence determines the validity of the stationarity
assumption [3]. Order n is equal to the number of poles of
the model transfer function. The locations of the poles of
the transfer function in the complex plane determine the
stability of the system.

2.2 Determination of AR coefficients

Define the autocorrelation of the stationary series >£ at
lime lag k as

Ck=E[yry,+t]. (2)



where E denotes the expected value. A recursive relation
for the autocorrelation function of the AR model can be
obtained by multiplying the AR model by die backshifted
time series element y,_£ giving

(3)

Note that stationarity requires that the expected value of
Vj_£ is independent of the white noise v .̂ Thus, taking the
expected values of Eq. (3) gives

(4)

Using the definition of the autocorrelation, Eq. (4) reduces
to

(5)

This set of equations is referred to as the Yule-Walker
equations [6], These equations can be written in matrix
form for lime lags k=l,2 n as
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or in matrix notation,

= £ • 2 .

£ is a symmetric matrix with all diagonal elements equal
to Co, the correlation at zero time lag. The AR coefficients
can be obtained by multiplying the above equation by £~!

2 = P " 1 £ . (8)

One can see dial the vectors of the AR coefficients can be
determined with no knowledge of the residual noise
characteristics.
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2.3 Model order selection

The number of coefficients a,- is a crucial parameter in AR
modelling. Low model orders use well converged
correlation lags but the number of parameters are
incapable of properly representing the system dynamics.
High model orders are quite capable of representing
system dynamics but may be based on unconverged
correlation lags. The optimal model order is the best
compromise between these two competing factors.

The most commonly used criterion for model order
selection is Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC ). This
determines the order from information about the length of
data used, the model order and the range of residual noise
amplitudes. The criterion assures that the "likelihood
function" (the joint probability of all the measurements) is
maximized. This is accomplished by minimizing the AIC,
defined as

AIC=K-ln\—\
[Co)

(9)

where K is the length of the time series used, o2 is the
standard deviation of the residual noise, N is the AR model
order, and Co is the correlation at zero time lag.

2.4 Dependence on sampling interval and
data length

Sampling time and the length of the time series affect the
AR model [4],[5]. If the sampling interval is too low, the
autocorrelation function may contain too much
inapplicable noise information for the AR process to
model. With a longer sampling interval, fewer AR
coefficients are necessary. If the AIC cannot be minimized
over a given range of model orders, the sampling time can
be increased [7]. Increasing the sample time does not
decrease the validity of the AR model as long as the
frequencies of interest are between the Nyquist frequency
and the frequency resolution. In other words

1 1
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Fig. 1: Definition of the decay ratio (DR).

where /„ is the natural frequency of the system, T is the
length of time scanned by the time series, and At is the
sampling time.

3 Stability

3.1 Decay ratio

As previously mentioned, the most common parameter
used to quantify stability margins in BWRs is the decay
ratio (DR). If X} and X2 are consecutive peaks in an
impulse response (see Fig. 1), the DR is defined as

DR = ̂ -. (11)
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3.2 Impulse response

Once the AR coefficients are Icnown, the estimated system
response to any given input can be determined. The
response to an input delta function is called the impulse
response. DR can be readily determined from the impulse
response of the AR model.

3.3 AR to state-space

Since the AR model contains system dynamics
information, it can be represented in state-space form.
Consider the discrete time set of equations in the form

where A and B are matrices, k is the time lag, u is die
residual noise and y is the state-space variable. By the
definition of the AR coefficients given in section 2.2, the
state-space matrix A is given by

A =

1 0
0 1

0

(13)

where a\ are the AR coefficients. Therefore, one can easily
go from an AR model representation to a state-space
representation without loss of any information in the
transformation.

3.4 State-space to DR

3.4.1 Continuous-time systems

Consider the following linear state-space model in the
continuous-time domain

dt (14)

x is the n-dimensional state-space vector, y is the output
vector and u is the input vector. A, B, C and D are
matrices. Uiing the Laplace transform, a relationship
between input u(s) and output y(s) can be derived. This
relationship is called the system transfer function and can
be written as the ratio

CAdj\sIn -A]-B+D-A(S)
H(s) = -

Ms)

(15)

where A(s) is the determinant of [s ln - A]. Adj denotes the
adjoint and Jn is the nxn identity matrix.

The stability of the system is dependent on the roots
of the denominator of the transfer function (characteristic
equation). These roots are the eigenvalues of A. Therefore,
information on the stability of the system is contained in
the eigenvalues of A.

The damping ratio of the system, £, is given by [8]

C = — , (16)

where o is the real part and co^ the magnitude of the
dominant eigenvalue, o^ is also the natural frequency of
the oscillation in radians per second. The DR is related to
the damping ratio by the following expression

DR = e-i*< (17)

3.4.2 Discrete-time systems

The equivalent damping ratio and natural frequency for a
discrete time eigenvalue are [9]:

C=-«»(<(&•(*))),

ln(\)

At

(18)

(19)

where In is the natural logarithm, X is the eigenvalue, and
< denotes the phase angle. At is the sampling time.

4 MATLAB program

A program was developed to calculate DRs and NFs using
AR modelling of BWR noise data. The program uses
functions from a high performance numeric computation
and visualization software package called MATLAB.

The code reads in a given time series which can be
segmented according to the user's choice. The loss
function is computed for model orders ranging from five
to thirty. The model order which minimizes AIC is chosen
for the AR modeling. The coefficients are obtained by
minimizing a robustified prediction error criterion using an
iterative Gauss-Newton algorithm [6]. The iterations are
terminated when the Gauss-Newton vector has a norm less
than a given tolerance or when a lower value of the cri-
terion cannot be found.

The program also tests the validity of the
stationarity assumption by calculating the autocorrelation
and the power spectral density of the residual sequence.
The residual sequence, v^, is calculated by

*"*
" - ; •>* - • •

(20)

If v^ is uncorrelated normally distributed white noise, the
autocorrelation should be a delta function and its power
spectrum should be flat. The program plots the
autocorrelation along with the 99% confidence interval
that it is truly a delta function, and the power spectral
density. Decay ratio and natural frequency of the
oscillations are determined from both impulse response
and state-space representation. DR and NF are calculated
from the estimated dominant eigenvalue as described in
Section 3.4.
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5 Program verification
5.1 Verification mode)

The MATLAB program described above was verified
using computer generated time series, employing the
phenomenological model of March Leuba [10]. This
model retains the essential processes that govern BWR
dynamic behavior and its characteristics are easy to deter-
mine. It has been well tested and has been used by others
for examining BWR dynamics [11,12]. It is represented by
the set of differential equations

dn

dt

dc _ p - n

di A

— = A-n-B-T
dt
d-pa dp

+ X-c + —
A

+ 122 ' P a — a $ ' l

(21)

da dt
where p=pa+DFT. n(t) is the excess of neutron population
normalized to the steady state neutron population. c(t) is
the excess delayed neutron precursor population
normalized to the steady state neutron population. T(t) is
the excess average fuel temperature with respect to the
steady state temperature. pa is the excess void reactivity
feedback. £>F is the Doppler coefficient Note that the
model has two equilibrium points: (0,0,0,0,0) which
corresponds to normal reactor conditions, and (-1,-BAA, -
A/B, -a3A/a2B, 0) which corresponds to shutdown
conditions.

The parameter values were determined by March
Leuba by fitting the reactivity to power transfer function
of the Vermont Yankee reactor. The numerical values are
displayed in Table 1. The parameter a3 is the stability
parameter of the model. It is directly related to the void
reactivity feedback and the fuel heat transfer coefficient It
controls the gain of the feedback. For 133 greater in ab-
solute value than <z30) the system enters the unstable region
and limit cycles appear. As this parameter increases, the
system goes through a series of period-doubling pitchfork
bifurcations before exhibiting chaotic behavior [10].

5.2 Computer-generated data

Time-series data for different values of a3 were generated
for both the linearized model and the nonlinear model
using an extension to MATLAB called SIMULINK.
SIMULINK is a program for simulating dynamic systems
using block diagrams for model definition. Parameters can
be interactively changed and output variables can be
displayed online while the simulation is running. When the
simulation is completed, the final results can be saved in a
MATLAB workspace for analysis.

The linearized model was perturbed with an im-
pulse to the reactivity at time zero. Stability of the the

Parameter

P
A

DF
A
B
ai
a2
a3o

Numerical Value
0.0056
4xlO"5

0.08
-2.52xlO"5

25.04
0.23
2.25
6.82
-3.70361xl03

Unit
-

s
s-1

K-1

Ks !

s"1

s 1

s-2

K-'s"2

Table 1: March Leuba Model parameter values.

linear model can be exactly determined from the system
eigenvalues. Calculating the AR model from the generated
time series and the associated DR and NF permits
verification of the program and the implementation of the
method.

The nonlinear model was driven with normally
distributed white noise to generate time series with
realistic BWR dynamic characteristics. The purpose here
was to test the stability analysis program with data having
similar characteristics to measured plant data. The time
series were analyzed with the MATLAB program and the
estimated DRs and natural frequencies were compared to
the theoretical values from the linear system. The
whiteness of the residual sequences was also tested.

5.3 Validation results

A typical impulse response generated from the linearized
March Leuba Model in SIMULINK is shown in Figure 2.
DRs obtained by the MATLAB program were in excellent
agreement with the theoretical values calculated from the
eigenvalues of the state-space matrix. Figure 3 shows the
DRs expected from the eigenvalues of the state-space
matrix A versus those calculated from the eigenvalues of
the AR model. This good agreement was only obtained
when the DRs were calculated from the estimated state-
space matrices of the AR models. The impulse responses
generated from the AR model were very poor. This is

as
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Fig. 2: Impulse response of the linearized March-Leuba
model
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0 Actual Agreement

Fig. 3: DRsfrom AR model versus theoreticalDRs

because the lengths of the generated time series were too
short.

It is however very encouraging that the DRs
calculated from the state-space estimation gave such good
results even with low AR model orders and for DR values
as low as 0.2.

Note that low DRs have always been difficult to
obtain accurately in the past. This is because DRs have
been typically calculated by simulating an impulse
response from an AR model or from the asymptotic decay
of the autocorrelation of the time series. At low decay
ratios, the impulse responses and autocorrelations decay so
quickly that the rapid decrease in the magnitude of the
useful data limits the accuracy with which the DR can be
estimated. This problem did not arise when DRs were
calculated from the estimated state-space matrices of the
AR models. The good agreement also applied to the
estimation of the natural frequency of oscillation of the
system.

The time series generated from the nonlinear
March-Leuba model driven with noise are reminiscent of
real BWR plant data (see Fig. 4).

The residual sequences from the AR-models were
all found to be normally distributed white noise. In this
case, the time series were long enough to require model
orders high enough to give meaningful impulse responses.

The DR estimates from the MATLAB program
agreed well with the theoretically expected values, but not
as well as for the linear model data. It should be noted that
the impulse responses did not give as accurate results as
the state-space estimation at high decay ratios. This further
confirms the result that the AR estimated state-space
matrix method of determining the DR is more reliable than
the impulse response method.

Examining the plot of DRs determined by the AR
estimated state-space matrix versus those expected from
the linearized state-space matrix (Fig. 5) shows that the
data do not fit the expected values exactly, but the
agreement is still good.

The discrepancy is due to fact that the data in this

Fig. 4: Time series generated from the non-linear March-
Leuba model in SIMUUNK

case were generated by a driven system and, thus, could
not match exactly a quantity which corresponds, strictly
speaking, to an impulse response.

6 Application to KKL cycle 7
stability test data

Core stability tests were conducted in the KKL BWR
during the cycle 7 startup phase. The purposes of the tests
were: (1) to investigate the stability of the core, specially
for low-flow conditions, (2) to qualify the online core
stability monitoring system, and (3) to contribute to the
data base for future reactor operations. A total of 21
signals were recorded by means of the GETARS system.
Five recording sessions were performed for different
conditions in the power-flow map and for different control
rod configurations. The sampling frequency was 10 Hz
and each recording lasted 14 minutes.
The parameters measured were core plate pressure
difference, steam flow, feedwater flow, narrow range
pressure, core coolant flow, eight APRM signals and eight
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Fig. 5: DRsfrom AR model versus theoretical DRs
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Fig. 6: Autocorrelation of residual sequence ofKKL model
AR model.

LPRM signals selected at the core periphery. LPRMs
measure the local neutron flux and were able to show
transitions during the tests from in-phase oscillatory
patterns to out-of-phase oscillations.

The LPRM signals from recordings corresponding
to low-flow conditions (about 36% flow) were analyzed
with the stability analysis program. The model orders
converged and the stationarity assumption was checked in
all cases considered. The residual autocorrelations exhib-
ited delta function distributions and flat power spectral
density plots (see, for example, Figs 6 and 7). This was
observed for all recordings, from recording #2 (low DR)
through recording #5 (high DR). A summary of the
stability data analysis DRs is given in Table 2.

7 Conclusions

An autoregressive time series noise analysis program has
been developped to determine the degree of stability in an
operating BWR. The method was tested with data gerated
from a theoretical model developed by March Leuba, and
from real plant data. In all cases, the validity of the AR
modelling assumptions were validated from analyses of

LPRM
#

3249

4041

4833

4017

3209

1617

0833

1641

Rec#2

-

-

0.54

0.46

0.46

0.43

0.47

Rec#3

0.94

0.94

0.93

0.96

0.96

0.98

0.95

0.93

Rec#4

0.98

0.97

0.97

0.97

0.99

0.98

0.97

0.92

Rec#5

1.00

0.99

0.98

1.01

1.00

1.00

0.97

0.99

Table 2: Decay Ratios from LPRM Signals ofKKl Cycle 7
Core Stability Tests.

Fig. 7: Power spectral density of residual sequence of
KKL model AR model.

the residual power spectra. The exceptionally good
agreement between the theoretical linearized model and
the results obtained from the AR models confirmed that
the stability analysis program is capable of determining
DRs given sufficient information. The accuracy of the AR
modelling program for low DRs is noteworthy since low
DRs have typically been difficult to determine in the past.
Finally, we conclude that the AR stability analysis
contained in this report gives a good measure of BWR
stability margin prior to the unstable regime.
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